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Abstract

Almost every computation job requires input data in or-
der to find the solution, and the computation cannot
proceed without the required data becoming available.
As a result a proper interleaving of data transfer and
job execution has a significant impact on the overall ef-
ficiency. In this paper we analyze the computational
complexity of the shared data job scheduling problem,
with and without consideration of storage capacity con-
straint. We show that if there is an upper bound on the
server capacity, the problem is NP-complete, even when
each job depends on at most three data. On the other
hand, if there is no upper bound on the server capac-
ity, we show that there exists an efficient algorithm that
gives optimal job schedule when each job depends on at
most two data. We also give an efficient heuristic algo-
rithm that gives good schedule for cases where there is
no limit on the number of data a job may access.

1. Introduction

As cluster and gird systems become increasingly
popular, we are able to dispatch computational inten-
sive jobs to remote servers so that the latency of ob-
taining the final solution is dramatically reduced. By
dispatching jobs to other processing units, possibly on
remote locations, we are able to utilize all the available
computing power via network connectivity.

Almost every computation job in the cluster or grid
systems requires input data in order to find the solution.
For example, AppLeS Parameter Sweep Template [2]
provides a framework for fast deployment and execu-
tion of grid applications. The execution model consists
of independent jobs, each job requires a different set of

data, and jobs may share these data. The computation
cannot proceed without the required data. Other appli-
cations like Basic Local Alignment Search Tool [1] and
many data-intensive computations, also demands effi-
cient data transfer from location to location. The effi-
ciency of data transfer has a significant impact on the
overall efficiency.

Modern computer systems are able to overlap com-
putation and communication for latency hiding. For ex-
ample, if a job a has uploaded all of its data and starts
its computation, a waiting job b can starts uploading its
data so that when job a finishes, job b can proceed to its
computation as early as possible, As a result a efficient
scheduling algorithm must consider both computation
and communication of multiple jobs, and try to overlap
them as often as possible, in order to improve perfor-
mance.

There are several issues in the efficiency of exe-
cuting jobs that require input data. The first issue is
to schedule the execution order of jobs so that the data
transfer and CPU computation from consecutive jobs
overlap better. The optimization of this execution order
is complicated by the fact that different jobs may share
data. Here we assume that there is a storage on a server,
so that the data used by the previous job may be reused
by the next job. That is, a datum may be uploaded into
a server by one job, and reused by another job if these
two jobs share the datum. As a result it is a difficult
problem to find the best job j to run after the current
job since we must consider not only the data required
by j but also the data that have already been uploaded
by previous jobs.

The second issue in the execution efficiency of
multiple jobs is that of data capacity constraints. The
data required by jobs may be huge, so the storage ca-
pacity should be also taken into consideration. We may
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assume that there exists an upper bound on the number
of data that can be stored in the server, and if the next
incoming job needs to upload an amount of new data
that exceeds the available free space left on the server,
we need to delete old data to make room for new ones.
This significantly complicates the scheduling.

We focus on the problem of scheduling jobs that
may share data on single-processor environment. When
there are multiple heterogeneous servers in the system,
Giersch et al. [4] showed that the scheduling problem is
NP-complete, even if the execution time of all the jobs
are the same. It is well known that if jobs do not share
data and there are multiple heterogeneous servers, the
problem remains NP-complete. Maheswaran et al. [6]
proposed several heuristic algorithms for this schedul-
ing problem. When there is only one server Giersch et
al. [4] also showed that the scheduling problem is NP-
complete, Johnson [5] gave an optimal solution in the
special case where jobs do not share data.

In this paper we analyze the computational com-
plexity of the shared data job scheduling problem,
with and without consideration of storage capacity con-
straint. We show that if there is an upper bound on the
server capacity, the problem is NP-complete, even when
each job depends on at most three data. On the other
hand, if there is no upper bound on the number of data
on the server, we show that there exists an efficient al-
gorithm that gives optimal job schedule when each job
depends on at most two data. We also give an efficient
heuristic algorithm that gives good schedule for cases
where there is no limit on the number of data a job may
require. Experimental results indicate that this heuristic
algorithm performs very well.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Sec-
tion 2 describes the system model. Section 3 describes
the algorithms for the case where storage capacity is un-
limited, and prove that the algorithm finds optimal solu-
tion. Section 4 discusses the computational complexity
when storage capacity is limited. Section 5 proposes an
efficient heuristic algorithm that schedules when stor-
age capacity is unlimited and there is no limit on the
number of data a job may require. Section 6 describes
experimental results of our scheduling algorithm. Sec-
tion 7 is the conclusion and a brief discussion on the
future work.

2. System Model

This section describes the system model of the mul-
tiple shared data job scheduling problem. The system
model consists of a computation server, a data ware-
house, M data that are in the data warehouse, N jobs that
will run on the server, and a binary relation describes the

dependency between jobs and data.
We describe two system models — the unlimited

capacity model and the limited capacity model. The dif-
ference between these two models is that in the unlim-
ited capacity model, we can uploaded unlimited number
of data to the server so that jobs can proceed. However,
in the limited capacity model, the number of data the
server can keep in its local storage is limited.

2.1. Unlimited Capacity Model

We consider N independent jobs J =
{ j1, j2, . . . , jN}, M different data D = {d1,d2, . . . ,dM},
and a binary relation R = {( j,d) | j ∈ J,d ∈ D} so that
( j,d) is in R if and only if job j requires datum d to
execute.

A job j requires a set of data D j = {d | d ∈
D,( j,d) ∈ R}. We must upload all the data in D j from
the data warehouse to the server before we can run job
j on the server.

In our models we can perform computation on the
server and data transferring into the server simultane-
ously. We denote the time to upload a datum d from the
warehouse to the server by |d|, and the time to execute
a job j on the server by | j|. We further assume that all
| j| are integer, and all |d| are 1.

2.2. Limited Capacity Model

The limited capacity model is similar to the unlim-
ited capacity model, except that the server has a local
storage capacity limit. If the amount of data has reached
the capacity limit, the server has to remove some data in
order to accommodate the incoming ones. Because the
job will access data while running, the data required by
the running job has not to be removed.

2.3. Problem

Our goal is to schedule jobs on server to minimize
the makespan, which is the amount of time from up-
loading the first datum to finishing the last job. To be
more specific, we would like to find an uploading se-
quence for the data and an execution sequence for the
jobs, as well as the exact time at which to upload data
and to execute jobs.

3. Algorithms for Unlimited Capacity
Model

We now describe our results for the unlimited ca-
pacity model. It is very difficult to find the optimal
schedule for the shared-data job scheduling problem.



Giersch et al. showed that when the number of data a
job may depend on is unbounded, the decision problem
of whether there exists a schedule within a given time
bound is NP-Complete, even when each job requires at
most three data [4]. In contrast we show that there ex-
ists an algorithm that finds the optimal schedule when
every job depends on at most two data. In addition, we
will describe a heuristic algorithm in Section 5 for jobs
that depend on more than two data, with experimentally
verified good performance.

We first define our terminology. We denote the
data uploading sequence by U = < u1, . . . ,uM >, which
is a permutation of the integers from 1 to M. Sim-
ilarly we denote the job execution order by E = <
e1,e2, . . . ,eN >, which is a permutation of integers from
1 to N. These two sequences describe the order in how
we upload data and run jobs. For example, a data up-
loading sequence U = < 3,1,2 > means we upload
data in the order of d3,d1,d2.

It is easy to see that there is no potential saving in
time when we delay uploading data, so we may assume
that the data in an uploading sequence are sent to the
server without any delay. As a result, given a data up-
loading sequence U , we start uploading every datum in
U as soon as we finish uploading the previous datum in
the sequence. The starting time to upload a datum dui

(denoted by T (dui)) can now be formulated as follows.
Note that we use the U subscript to emphasize that the
uploading sequence is U .

TU (du1) = 0 (1)
TU (dui) = TU (dui−1)+ |dui−1 | (2)

A job j must upload all of its data before its execu-
tion, so we define a data ready time of job j (denoted by
R( j)) to be the time when all of its required data (D j)
have been uploaded to the server. Now given a data up-
loading sequence U and the uploading time function
TU , we can compute the data ready time of a job j by
Equation 3.

R( j) = max
d∈D j

(TU (d)+ |d|) (3)

We now describe an procedure that when given a
data uploading sequence U , determines an optimal job
execution sequence E that minimizes the makespan.
We sort the jobs in J into a sequence E according to
their data ready time, so that the job with an earlier data
ready time appears earlier in the sequence E . If two jobs
have the same data ready time, the job with smaller in-
dex runs first. It is easy to see that for this sequence E ,
the following equation holds.

R( jea) ≤ R( jeb), ∀ 1 ≤ a < b ≤ N. (4)

Obviously we cannot run a job jei before the pre-
vious job jei−1 finishes, or before all of its required data
D jei

are uploaded to the server, so after given the up-
loading sequence U and the execution sequence E , we
can derive the time to start running a job j (denoted by
TE ( j)) as follows. Note that we use the E subscript to
emphasize that this is for the execution sequence E .

TE ( je1) = R( je1) (5)
TE ( jei) = max{R( jei),TE ( jei−1)+ | jei−1 |} (6)

Theorem 1. Given a data uploading sequence U , the
job execution sequence E described by Equation 4, 5
and 6 minimizes the makespan.

Proof. We prove the theorem by contradiction and as-
sume that the execution sequence E from Equation 4,
5 and 6 does not minimizes the makespan. Instead a
different execution sequence E ′ = < e′1, . . . ,e

′
N > and a

T ′
E ′ minimize the makespan.

Because E ′ is different from E , we locate a mini-
mum index a such that a < b but e′a appears later than
e′b in E ′. We now delay the execution of jobs je′i , for all
i, a ≤ i < b, and run job je′b at the time where we ran job
j′a. Since the data ready time of j′b is earlier than j′a, this
adjustment is always possible. In addition, those jobs
je′i (a ≤ i < b−1) will be delay by at most | je′b |, which
is exactly the empty slot left behind by j′b, the makespan
will not be affected. We repeat this process until E ′ be-
comes the same as E . The theorem follows.

3.1. Optimal Algorithm for Jobs with Two Data

Given a data set D, a jobs set J, a dependency rela-
tion R in which each job depends on at most two data.
We describe an scheduling algorithm that gives optimal
makespan.

We represent D, J, and R by a bipartite graph B. Let
C = {c1,c2, . . . ,cK} be the set of connected components
in B. Jobs in the same component may share data, and a
job requires at most two data from the same component.

The algorithm consists of two steps: In the first
step we schedule connected components in the bipar-
tite graph B one component at a time, and determine
the data uploading and job execution sequence for each
component. In the second step we determine an order
among the components, by which all the data upload-
ing and job execution for one component are performed
before those of the next component.

Lemma 1. There exists an optimal uploading sequence
U in which all the data uploading from the same con-
nected component are adjacent in U .

Proof. Suppose there exists an optimal uploading se-
quence U in which not all the data uploading from the
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Figure 1. A timing diagram for Lemma 1.

same connected component are adjacent in U . We de-
note the job execution sequence and exact timing to up-
load data and execute job, be U , E , TU and TE .

Because not all the data uploading from the same
connected component are adjacent in U , we can find a
job jed whose data (dua and dub) are separated by a da-
tum not in the same connected component in U . Now
consider jobs require only data du1 , . . . ,dua , which are
those jobs with data ready time no later t1 in Figure 1.
We also assume that these jobs will finishes at at t2, and
the next job to run at t2 is jec . As a result job jec require
some data other than du1 , . . . ,dua and cannot start before
time t1 +1.

Now consider the data that are between dua and dub
in U , namely dua+1 , . . . ,dub−1 , and the jobs between jec

and jed−1 . We now switch the order of uploading dub
and dua+1 , . . . ,dub−1 , and the order of running jed and
jec , . . . , jed−1 , please refer to the bottom half of Figure 1
for an illustration. Since every datum has an uploading
time 1, it is always possible to switch the order, there-
fore we only need to consider the feasibility of switch-
ing jobs.

Because |dub | = 1, the data ready time of jed will
change to t1 + 1 after we make the switch. That means
job jed can start running at max{t2, t1 + 1}. We also
know that the starting time of jec is at least t1 +1 since
it requires data other than du1 , . . . ,dua , and its starting
time is also at least t2 since the jobs before it ends at
t2. Therefore it is always possible to run jed at the time
where we ran jec before the switch.

Jobs jec , . . . , jed−1 will be delayed by | jed | af-
ter the switch. However, the corresponding data
dua+1 , . . . ,dub−1 is delayed by exactly one time unit after
the switch. Since | jed | ≥ 1, the new schedule is feasible.

After considering the effects of the switch on both
data uploading and job execution, we conclude that the
makespan will not be increased. We repeat this proce-
dure until we cannot find any jobs with its two data sep-
arated by a datum from another connected component in

the uploading sequence U . The theorem follows.

From Lemma 1 we conclude that there exists an op-
timal schedule in which the data from every connected
component are grouped together in U . Note that this
property implies that while searching for the optimal
uploading sequence U , we only need to consider all
the K! possibilities of enumerating the connected com-
ponents, where K is the number of connected compo-
nents.

Now we describe an algorithm that finds an opti-
mal schedule for a connected component c. If there are
jobs depending on only one datum, then we can put the
datum in the front of the uploading sequence. If there
is no job depending on only one datum, then we ran-
domly choose a job and put both of its data in the front
of the uploading sequence. After deciding which data
have to be uploaded first, we choose datum d so that
there are jobs depending on both d and another datum
already in the uploading sequence, then we append d to
the uploading sequence.

Lemma 2. We can find the optimal scheduling for all
the connected components.

Proof. Because every job depends on at most two data
and these jobs are in the same connected component,
once a job starts running, we only need to upload an-
other datum so that a new job could start running.
Therefore once jobs start running, they finishes at a
rate of one job per time unit. Let Jc is the set of jobs
in connected component c, the makespan is therefore
∑ j∈Jc | j|+1 if there are jobs that require only one data.
Otherwise the makespan is ∑ j∈Jc | j|+ 2, which are the
best possible.

Lemma 3. There exists an optimal uploading sequence
U and its corresponding execution sequence E , such
that Ui and Ei are the subsequence of U and E from the
i-th connected component ci, and Ui and Ei are optimal
for ci.

Proof. We assume that there exists an integer i such that
Ui and Ei are not optimal for ci. Instead the optimal up-
loading sequence the execution sequence are U ′

i and
E ′

i respectively. Note that in the construction of optimal
solution for individual connected components, the only
difference is the amount of time overlapping between
the data uploading and job execution. An optimal solu-
tion means it has the longest time for this overlap.

Now we consider a new schedule,
which consists of the uploading sequence
U1, . . . ,Ui−1,U ′

i ,Ui+1, . . . ,UK , and execution se-
quence E1, . . . ,Ei−1,E ′

i ,Ei+1, . . . ,EK , where K is the
number of connected components. This makespan of
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Figure 2. To remove the overlapping time of
data uploading and job execution.

this new sequence will not be larger than U and E ,
since U ′

i and E ′
i has a longer time overlapping than

Ui and Ei. We can repeat this step until we have an
optimal sequence that consists of optimal solutions
for individual connected components. The lemma
follows.

Now we describe a two-machine flowshop prob-
lem, which will serve as a building block for our
scheduling problem. The are n jobs that must go
through the first and the second machine, and at most
one job can be on a machine. Let Ai and Bi be the time
needed by the i-th job on the first machine and the sec-
ond machine respectively. The goal is to find the opti-
mal order of jobs to minimize the makespan.

Theorem 2. [5] A schedule S gives the minimum exe-
cution time for the two-machine flowshop problem by
first process the jobs with Ai ≤ Bi in non-decreasing
Ai order, and then process the remaining jobs in non-
increasing Bi order.

We now describe an algorithm that finds an optimal
schedule when the optimal schedule of each connected
component is computed. We use a set P to represent
the optimal schedules from connected components. Let
Pi = (ui,ei,oi) be the scheduling result of the i-th con-
nected component, where ui is the total data uploading
time, ei is the total job execution time, and oi is the
length of the overlapping time of data uploading and
job execution.

We can construct a new set of connected compo-
nents by eliminating the overlap time of each connected
component in Pi, as in Figure 2. The resulting schedule
is Qi = (ui−oi,ei−oi). We then apply the two-machine
flowshop algorithm [5] in Theorem 2 to find an optimal
components schedule sequence S . This is a sequence
that determine the order among the optimal schedules
from connected components.

We apply the sequence S on Q and the makespan
is T1. Similarly we apply the same S on P and the to-
tal execution time is T2. Now we insert the overlapping

part into Q and transform the schedule back to P. The
relative position of data and jobs will not be affected
since the data ready time and job finish time of the pre-
vious job are both delayed by the same amount of time,
therefore T2 = T1 +∑oi.

Lemma 4. Given a set of connected components C,
and optimal schedules of each connected components,
we can determine a sequence of connected compo-
nents of C according to Theorem 2, which minimize the
makespan.

Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Now sup-
pose we have a schedule S ′ that has a shorter makespan
T3 < T2. Without lose of generality we assume that S ′

is still a schedule produced by permuting the optimal
schedules from individual components. Now we apply
this schedule S ′ to a new problem instance, with the
overlapping parts removed, much like we did to P. The
makespan will decrease by ∑oi. That implies we will
have a better schedule for the two-machine flowshop
problem, since T3 −∑oi is smaller than T1 = T2 −∑oi.
This contradicts to the fact that T1 is optimal. The
lemma follows.

Theorem 3. There exists an algorithm that finds an op-
timal solution for unlimited capacity model when each
job requires at most two data.

From the previous construction it is easy to see that
the final schedule is optimal.

4. Limited Capacity Model

We show that for the limited capacity model when
we are given a data set D, a jobs set J, the dependency
relation R, a storage capacity C, and a time bound B,
the decision problem of determining that whether all
job can finish in time B is NP-Complete, even when
every job depends on at most three data. The NP-
completeness proof is based on the fact that finding a
Hamiltonian path in a graph in which every node has
degree at most three, remains NP-complete [3].

Theorem 4. [3] Given an undirected graph G where
the degree of each node is at most three, the decision
problem to determine if there is a Hamiltonian path in
G is NP-Complete.

Now we describe the construction. We are given
an undirected graph G = (V,E) in which the degree of
every node is at most three, and we would like to know
if there is a Hamiltonian path in G. We first modify the
graph G to ensure that every node has degree of exactly
three. If a node v has a degree of less than three, we
add dummy nodes (those solid node in Figure 3) and
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Figure 3. A graph for which we would like to
find a Hamiltonian path, with dummy nodes
added.

dummy edges (those edges adjacent to dummy nodes in
Figure 3) until the degree of each node in G becomes
exactly three. We use G′ to denote the resulting graph.
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cba

Figure 4. The bipartite of data and jobs with de-
pendency relation from the graph in Figure 3.

We now construct a problem instance of our
scheduling problem, based on the graph G that we
would like to find a Hamiltonian path. Every datum
in D corresponds to an edge in G′, and every job in J
corresponds to a node in G, and execution time of all
the job are 1. A job j requires a datum d if and only
if the corresponding node of j is adjacent to the corre-
sponding edge of datum d. Please refer to Figure 4 for
an illustration of the scheduling problem instance from
the previous Hamiltonian path problem instance in Fig-
ure 3. Finally we set the storage capacity C to 3, and
time bound B to 3|J|+1.

It is important that by our transformation each job
require exact three data, two jobs may share at most one
datum and it happens when there exist an edge between
the two corresponding non-dummy nodes.

Theorem 5. For the limited capacity model when we
are given a data set D, a job set J, the dependency re-
lation R, a storage capacity C, and a time bound B, the
decision problem of determining that whether all job
can finish in time B is NP-Complete, even when every
job depends on at most three data.

Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that given a
Hamiltonian path problem instance G = (V,E), G has a
Hamiltonian path if and only if we can schedule all jobs

in J, with data in D, dependency in R, capacity C = 3,
in B = 3|J|+1 time units.

By our construction each job requires exact three
data and the server can hold at most three data. How-
ever, none of two jobs share more than one datum. Ev-
ery time we switch from a job to another, we need to
upload two data if the incoming job share a datum with
the finishing job, otherwise we have to upload three data
for the incoming job. For example, in Figure 5 we illus-
trate a case where the transitions require only two data.

Data

Jobs

Time

2 3 4 5 81 7

a b d

Figure 5. The timing diagram of the scheduling
for the problem instance in Figure 4.

Now we analyze the time bound. Because we have
to upload three data before the first job can run, the first
job requires at least 3 time units. Also due to the fact
that the capacity limit is equal to the number of data
required by a job, we cannot upload any datum that is
not required by the current job. If every job transition
requires only two new data, then the total time will be
3|J|+1. Otherwise the time bound cannot be achieved.
From the construction two jobs share data if and only
if their corresponding nodes in G are adjacent. In other
words, the graph G has a Hamiltonian path if and only
if the makespan is 3|J|+1. The theorem follows.

This problem remains open when the number of de-
pendent data per job is reduced to two — we do not
know if the scheduling problem remains NP-complete,
or there is a polynomial time algorithm that gives opti-
mal schedules.

5. Heuristic Algorithm

Giersch et al. showed that when the number of data
a job may depend on is unbounded, the decision prob-
lem of whether there exists a schedule within a given
time bound is NP-Complete, even in the unlimited ca-
pacity model [4]. Nevertheless, we propose a heuristic
algorithm that finds schedules for jobs that may depend
on more than two data, with experimentally verifiable
good performance. For jobs that depend on at most two
data, we have already shown, in Section 3, that we can
find optimal schedule for them.

We use L to indicate the set of jobs that have not yet
been scheduled. Initially L is set to J, the data uploading



sequence U is set to empty, and all the data in D is mark
as not yet uploaded.

The heuristic algorithm runs in iteration. In each it-
eration we choose a job j from L by a heuristic function.
We then determine the set of data j requires, but not yet
available at the server. This set of extra data needed to
run j is denoted by Wj. We upload Wj to the server,
mark them as uploaded, and append them to U . We
repeat this process until all jobs have been scheduled.

Now we describe three heuristic evaluation func-
tions used to choose an job in each iteration.

5.1. Minimum-Upload-Maximum-Execute

The Minimum-Upload-Maximum-Execute
(MUME) algorithm is inspired by the algorithm
in Theorem 2, which gives optimal schedules for
two-machine flowshop problem in [5]. In fact the
two-machine flowshop problem is a special case of our
shared-data scheduling problem, where there is no data
sharing among jobs.

For each job j in L, we calculate the time to upload
Wj to server (denoted by Tu), and the time to run job
j (denoted by Te = | j|). We then split jobs into two
groups — the first group consists of jobs whose Tu is
less or equal to Te, and the second group consists of the
other jobs. If the first group is not empty, we choose the
job j that has the minimum Tu. Otherwise we choose a
job j that has the maximum Te from the second group.

5.2. Earliest Completion First

The Earliest Completion First (ECF) is a common
technique in job scheduling. The intuition is that by
scheduling the job with the earliest expected finishing
time first, it is likely that we are able to reduce the
makespan.

For each jobs in L, we choose the job that has the
earliest expected completion time. Suppose that from
the previous iteration the data upload finishes at time
Tu and job execution finishes at Te, then the completion
time of a job j is max{ Tu + ∑d∈W j |d|,Te}+ | j|. We
simply choose the job j that minimizes this expected
finishing time. After we choose the earliest completion
job j, the new Tu is updated as Tu + ∑d∈W j |d| and the
new Te is max{Tu,Te}+ | j|.

5.3. Random

We randomly choose a job j from unscheduled jobs
L. This method is mainly used for comparison purpose.

6. Experimental Result

We compare the three heuristic algorithms and ob-
serve their relative performance. We also compare their
makespan with a theoretical lower bound in order to de-
termine the absolute performance.

The parameters in our simulations are as follow.
There are 200 data in the system. Each job requires a set
number of randomly chosen data and the job execution
time is randomly chosen from 1 to 10.

The X coordinate of these figures indicates the
number of jobs and the Y coordinate indicates the ratio
between the makespan and the theoretical lower bound.
Let S(d) be the total job execution time for jobs that re-
quire datum d, and S( j) be the total upload time for data
that are required by job j, the theoretical lower bound
TL is maximum of the total data upload time plus the
minimum S(d) for all d in D and the total job execution
time plus the minimum S( j) for all j in J.

TL = max{∑
d∈D

|d|+min
d∈D

S(d), ∑
j∈J

| j|+min
j∈J

S( j)}. (7)
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Figure 6. The ratio between the makespan of
heuristic algorithms and the theoretical lower
bound, measured from the case with 200 data,
and 10 to 400 jobs, each job requires 1 to 10
data.

In Figure 6, each job requires n randomly cho-
sen data, where the number of data n is also ran-
domly chosen between 1 to 10. Figure 6 in-
dicates that the Minimum-Upload-Maximum-Execute
(MUME) heuristic produces schedules that whose
makespan is almost identical to the theoretical lower
bound. In fact we cannot even distinguish it from the
theoretical lower bound in Figure 6.

In Figure 7 and Figure 8, each job requires 10 to 20
and 20 to 30 randomly chosen data respectively. When



we compare Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8, we ob-
serve that when jobs requires more data, it becomes dif-
ficult to find good schedules. For example, most of the
ratio by MUME in Figure 6 is 1, and rise to 1.07 in Fig-
ure 7 in the worst case, and continue to rise to 1.17 in
Figure 8.

We also observe that there are “peaks” in both Fig-
ure 7 and Figure 8 when the number of jobs is about
30. The reason may be that our lower bound estimation
is least accurate when the number of jobs is about 30.
Recall that the theoretical lower bound is the maximum
of the total data upload time plus the minimum S(d) for
all d in D and the total job execution time plus the min-
imum S( j) for all j in J. When the number of jobs is
about 30, the total data upload time plus the minimum
S(d) will dominate the total time. However, in average a
datum will be shared by more than three jobs when the
number of jobs is 30. That means there will be many
remaining job that require data other than the last da-
tum we upload after all the data are ready. This will
be very different from the lower bound, which assumes
only jobs requiring the last datum will remain.
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 6, except each job
requires 10 to 20 data.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we analyze the computational com-
plexity of the shared job scheduling problem, with and
without consideration of storage capacity constraint.
We show that if there is an upper bound on the server
capacity, the problem is NP-complete, even when each
job depends on at most three data. On the other hand,
if there is no upper bound on the number of data on the
server, we show that there exists an efficient algorithm
that gives optimal job schedule when each job depends
on at most two data.

We also give an efficient heuristic algorithm that
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 6, except each job
requires 20 to 30 data.

gives good schedule for unlimited capacity model
where there is no limit on the number of data a job may
require. Experimental results indicate that this heuris-
tic algorithm performs very well. In some cases the
derived makespan is almost identical to the theoretical
lower bound. In most cases the performance is within
20% of the theoretical lower bound.

For limited capacity model, the problem remains
open when the number of dependent data per job is re-
duced to two — we do not know if the scheduling prob-
lem remains NP-complete, or there is a polynomial time
algorithm that gives optimal schedules.
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